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Get started today!
APPLY HERE

A 250-Hour Expert-Level

Training On Tapping

Emotional Freedom Technique
Step into a life that ignites your healing power and create a career as a Tapping
Coach. 

In this certification, you’ll learn how to lead life-changing private and group
sessions while also building a thriving business. You’ll become experienced and
capable in using my proprietary DREAM AWAKE Tapping Method in a
professional and powerful way, inviting your clients into a deep and
transformative experience.
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OVERVIEW

The heart of the program is based on your own transformation through Tapping.
In doing this you gain the skills and embodiment to support others in the same
way. You will experience a comprehensive training process, that will leave you
confident in sharing Tapping at an expert level.

The impulse of Dream Awake Tapping, is based in holding a deep space of
unconditional love, safety and in elevating the human spirit. Our focus is in
remembering at the very core of our being love exists, and gently removing the
blocks that hold us back from this deep and profound remembering. 

The journey of supporting ourselves and others in this way, invites a new kind of
relating to ourselves and all life. Within this intention we create harmony, love, cocreation, authenticity, and an emerging world based on the principles of
compassion and a thriving humanity. 

We create this by recognizing; to be human, is to feel. This place of feeling
connects us more deeply to our intuition, and allows us to continually come back
into alignment with the intelligence of all life.
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The Tapping Certiﬁcation is
taught in four main phases, with
an optional virtual marketing
bootcamp.
The program runs from
November 29th 2021
to May 17th 2022

With additional Post Program support between
May 23th - July 14th 2022
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PHASE 1
PERSONAL PEACE
PROCESS
November 29th 2021 - January 30th 2022

The heart of the program is based on your own transformation through
Tapping. In doing this you gain the skills and embodiment to support others in
the same way. You will experience a comprehensive training process, that will
leave you confident in sharing Tapping at an expert level.
 


•
•
•
•

2 hour Pre-recorded Tapping Session

90 minute Live Tapping Immersions plus Q&A with Jen

1 hour Live Guided Meditations & Integration Exercises

1 hour Self-Study Exercises, including a Transformation Tracker

Phase 1 Bonuses

• 1 Printed Tapping Journal to complete your PPP

• 30 minute 1 on 1 mentoring call
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Phase 1: Detailed Syllabus
Week 1


Introduction to The Personal Peace Procedure

• Heart Centered Opening Ceremony 

• How to Use Your Dream Awake Tapping Journal
• Get excited to grow with the Dream Awake Transformation Tracker

• Time Travel with your Personal Peace Process

• Invigorating Tap to Clear a Deep Wound

• Meditation for Emotional Healing
Week 2


Life Topic: Health

• Release self sabotage & create healthy habits

• Learn how to bring self love into your self care routine

• Allow in vitality and supercharge your affirmations of well-being

• Breath-work for a healthy body and mind

Week 3


Life Topic: Family Line Healing

• Up-level your communication in your relationships..and bring love to it! 

• Master voicing your needs
• Transform ancestral patterns

• Journal writing for integration and soul discovery

s

There are no live classes, or prerecorded content, however there is a
newsletter with a journal exercise for the week.
Week 6

Life Topic Tapping: Play
• Reprioritize fun
• Re-discover and heal your inner child
• Laughter Tapping to ﬂood your system with happy
chemicals
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Phase 1: Detailed Syllabus
 


• Reprogram new thought patterns that invite in motivation and confidence

• Embodiment exercises for manifestation

Week 9

Integration Week

Sample Weekly Schedule
Week 1: Discover Your Personal Peace
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PHASE 2
The 34 Dream Awake
Tapping Techniques
January 31st 2022 - March 20th 2022

A deep dive into my specific approach to the 34 Tapping Techniques for
expertly transforming your clients lives in a structured flow, creating lasting
results. The process of weaving between these methods will support your
clients in experiencing a deep space of safety to allow an unwinding of beliefs,
emotional patterns, and limiting habits while gaining confidence, healing, and
power in their life.
s

Weekly Group Curriculum includes: 

• 1 hour of Pre-recorded Tapping Curriculum

• 90 minute Live Tapping Immersions plus Q&A with Jen

• 1 hour Technique Practice with a Dream Awake Coach

• 1 - 2 hour Partner Taps
Phase 2 Bonus

• 30 minute 1 on 1 mentoring call to support you in refining your advanced
Tapping methods.
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The videos and live classes in this phase will help support you in getting a firm
grasp on creating your own EFT scripts for yourself and others. Plus you’ll
discover the latest research that shows you how Tapping can specifically heal
stored trauma, psychological conditions, and re-pattern genetic, hormonal and
neurological challenges. 

This phase will have you practicing the best techniques in Tapping to restore
peace after trauma, heartbreak, loss, death, sudden shock, and abuse.

Tapping Methods Include: 

The Basic Protocol / Set Up Statements: / The Movie Technique / Tearless
Trauma / Borrowing Benefits Dealing with Numbness / Humor / Re-framing the
issue / Reverse Psychology / Positive Statements Surrogate Tapping / Future
Generations / Intensify the Positive / Inner Child Healing / Belly Breaths 4:4:4
Breath / Visualization / The Core Causes Questions / Acceptance Statements
/ Telling the Story Technique / Constricted Breathing / The Daisy Chain /
Chasing the Pain / Perfect Health Visions Building Bridges / Asking
Questions / Forgiveness / Ancestral Bloodline Clearing / Intensify the
Negative / Increasing Pain / Higher Self Healing / Breath of Fire / Music /
Movement  
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Phase 2: Detailed Syllabus
Week 1


Tapping Techniques: Refresher

• Review and master the basic EFT / Tapping techniques

• Introduction of Tapping Trades to offer more hand-on learning

• Create your own tapping scripts

• Practice the Basic Recipe in Partner Taps
Week 2


Tapping Techniques: Surrogate Tapping and Forgiveness

• Learn how to use Tapping for distant healing and to work on people
remotely. 

• Discover scripts for bringing forgiveness into the practice

• Dissolving resistance and blocks to healing

• Practice Surrogate Tapping in Partner Taps

Week 3


Tapping Techniques: Sexuality and Intimacy Deep Dive

• Discover principles of healing feminine and masculine polarity

• Explore limiting behaviors around sexual fulfillment using tapping

• Invite new energy in to create a new sexual identity 

• Gaining the confidence to tap on taboo topics

• Practice Intimate Topics with Partner Taps
Week 4


Tapping Techniques: Supercharged Methods For Emotional Release

• Ancestral Clearing

• Working With Future Generations

• Increasing Intensity of Emotions

• Higher Self and Inner Child Healing

• Breathing Rhythms

• Practice Advanced Methods with Partner Taps
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Phase 2: Detailed Syllabus
Week 5

Tapping Techniques: Music as an Emotional Portal
• Discover how to create playlists for your Tapping sessions
• Learn the do’s and dont’s of song selection
• Create your own tapping playlist
Week 6

Tapping Techniques: Movement and The Meridians
• Take the somatic aspect of EFT even deeper
• Explore new methods of mind-body connection
• Learn how to use ecstatic movement to release stored trauma
• Practice integrating movement in your Partner Taps
Week 7

Integration Week

Sample Weekly Schedule

.
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PHASE 3
Coaching Groups
March 21st 2022 - April 17th 2022

Discover how to facilitate online and in-person group Tapping classes. Learn the
step-by-step process to hosting an event from the earlier preparation stages,
organization, event coordination, to presentation, delivery, class structure and
offering a powerful closing.

During this phase you will be invited to perform live practice sessions with your
peers, test out group Tapping scripts, hold a healing container for multiple people
at one time and refine the art of group delivery.
Length: 4 weeks
Weekly Group Curriculum includes:
• 1 hour of Pre-recorded Tapping Technique for Groups
• 90 minute Live Tapping Immersions plus Q&A with Jen
• 1 hour Live Technique & Group Practice with a Dream Awake Coach
• 1 - 2 hour Partner Taps
Phase 2 Bonus:
• 30 minute 1 on 1 mentoring call
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Phase 3: Detailed Syllabus
Week 1


Introduction to Group Tapping

• Learn the basics to leading group Tapping sessions incorporating all 34
techniques

• Discover how to mold an event around a chosen topic or niche 

• Tap to release any anxiety around providing EFT group sessions

• Practice Sessions in small groups

Week 2


Intimacy & Trust Building for Group Settings

• Connection Exercises

• Eye Gazing Tapping

• Blindfolded Game for Trust Building

• Invite your Group into Intimate Truths

• Watch one of Jen’s live event at Wanderlust and learn how these exercise
are used

• Practice Sessions in small groups

Week 3


Group Tapping Continued

• Receive feedback & guidance on group taps with a professional Dream
Awake coach

• Practice advanced techniques in Group Taps

• Watch one of Jen’s Live Tapping Experiences and learn how to hold space of
over 200 people in an online setting

Week 4


Practice Week
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Sample Weekly Schedule
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PHASE 4
The Business
of Tapping
April 18th 2022 - May 17th 2022

In this phase you’ll learn a super simple way to launch you’re Tapping business
into the world. Experience live coaching and business strategy with special guest
experts in the field of sales, marketing, and online and offline business.

Length: 5 weeks
Weekly Group Curriculum includes:
• 1 hour of Pre-recorded Business Training
• 90 minute Live Tapping Immersions plus Q&A with Jen
• 1 hour Live Business Development with Experts
• 2-3 hour Business Building Homework
Phase 2 Bonus
• 30 minute 1 on 1 mentoring call to support you in getting the most out of your
business strategy.
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Phase 4: Detailed Syllabus
Week 1


Business Basics

• Instilling Codes & Ethics 

• Use recommended technologies to manage and grow your business
• Create a Power Tap for your clients

• Script writing

• Basic Video Production
Week 2


Discover Your Tapping Niche

• Discover your niche with a fun quiz

• Create your first free offering based on your new found “specialty”

• Learn how to create your Tapping packages and prices for potential clients

• Customer Relationship Management 

• Practice Discovery Calls in your Partner Taps
5


• Build your community
• Marketing and Promoting your event
• Developing partnerships and allies
• Discover how to create online promotion for your
live events through FB Events

Vision & Purpose

• Life Purpose Tap

• Magnify your gifts and trust your purpose

• Closing Ceremony
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Sample Weekly Schedule
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BONUS

*optional

Marketing
Virtual Retreat
April 30th 2022 & May 7th 2022

As part of launching your work into the world we encourage you to establish a
deep connection to a chosen niche, and share it in the world through your online
presence. In addition to building and selling coaching packages for between
$1,000 - $10,000 per person, in this visual retreat you will be given the tools to
build an online business, landing pages, email campaigns, plus increasing your
confidence on camera and through social media.

Curriculum includes:
Social Media Boot Camp
• Content Creation
• IG & FB best practices
Marketing 101: Email
• Basics of online marketing
• Copywriting: How to share your heart with the world
• Automation Tools: Set up a simple growth strategy
• Email Funnel Creation
• Copy Writing
• Automation Tools
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Curriculum includes:
Marketing 101: Landing Pages
• Marketing: Grow your email list and build raving fans
• Create Your First freebie offering
• Build a simple Landing Page that speaks your truth
• Images & Branding that reflect your soul
Marketing 101: Launching Your Offering
• Detailed review of your marketing materials
• Feedback on Landing Page & Email Funnel
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PHASE 5
Post Program
Support
May 23rd 2022- July 14th 2022

Included in your tuition are 8 additional weeks of program support, with bi-weekly
live group coaching classes with one of our senior Dream Awake Tapping
Coaches. This allows you the time and space to catch up on missed content and
launch your Tapping business with space.

Feel free to use this time to get any questions answered, receive live feedback
on your Tapping skills, review your client cases and be held in a safe container to
grow into an outstanding Tapping coach and share your work with the world.
Length: 8 weeks
Bi-Weekly Group Coaching:
90 minute Business and Group Coaching Support from a Dream Awake Coach.
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Ready to transform
your life and the
world around you
with Tapping?
APPLY HERE
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